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Abstract
The aim of this study was to evaluate executive functioning (EF) and impulsiveness in three groups of people aged
30 to 79 years: post-frontal stroke (n = 13) and post-extra-frontal chronic stroke of the right hemisphere (n = 31) and
control (n = 38). The years of education varied between the groups was as follows, frontal lesion group: M = 12
(SD = 6.11); extra-frontal lesion group: M = 9.06 (SD = 4.94); and control: M = 9.61 (SD = 4.24) years. The following
instruments were used: Behavioural Assessment Dysexecutive Syndrome, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WSCT),
Barratt Impulsivity Scale, Impulsivity Evaluation Scale, Delay Descounting Task and Go/No-Go Task. We found
differences in EF between the extra-frontal lesion group and the control group with respect to cognitive flexibility
(p = .018); number of WCST trials (p = .018); WCST perseverative errors (p = .014) and omission by impulsivity errors
on the go/no-go task for 250 ms (p = .008) and 1750 ms trials (p = .006). The frontal lesion group made more errors
of omission than the control group in the 1750 ms go/no-go trials (p = .006). These results suggest that extra-frontal
lesions impair EF by influencing attentional impulsivity.
Keywords: Cerebrovascular disease, Cognition, Impulsive behaviour

Background
Executive functioning (EF) consists of several subcomponents aimed at the execution of a behaviour
directed at targets (Stuss and Levine 2002) and it encompasses processes and functions such as inference, problem
solving, planning, organisation, strategy, decision making,
behavioural inhibition, verification and control, which
support adaptive, flexible behaviour and are central to the
control of information processing in the brain (Bilder
2012). There are several theoretical models of EF although
there is no agreed formal definition of the concept (Jurado
and Rosselli 2007) although it is generally accepted that
EF is a multidimensional concept (Stuss and Levine 2002).
The neural circuitry involved in EF is complex and integrated and other cortical circuits structures may influence
EF (Krause et al. 2012). Frontal lesions do not correspond
exactly to an impairment in that region (Bartolomeu 2011;
Krause et al. 2012; Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2012). The
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components of EF which have been studied are: (a) problem solving, i.e., the ability to choose between alternatives
and adapt to changes in instrumental contingencies; (b)
planning, which is intimately related to successful goaldirected activity; (c) inhibitory control; (d) cognitive flexibility i.e., the ability to adjust cognition and actions to
reflect changes in the environment (Diamond 2013); and
(e) judgement (Robinson et al. 2014). Some theories related to EF unique control approach consider a main cognitive construct as essential for frontal lobe related
cognitive processing. It has also been argued that EF is
based on the primary functions of prefrontal cortex and
thus represents a diverse set of interconnected processes
(Kluwe-Schiavon et al. 2012).
Injury to frontal circuits may cause EF impairments, as
well as changes in temperament, a tendency to perserveration and lack of impulse control (Brenan and Raine 1997;
Radanovic and Mansur 2004; Zappalá et al. 2012). According to Barratt (1994), impulsivity is a multidimensional concept, encompassing failure of inhibitory control, rapid
processing of information, search for novelty and inability
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to postpone reward. Barratt proposed a three-factor model
of impulsivity: motor, attention and impulsivity by lack of
future planning. Impulsivity can be measured using selfreport questionnaires, visual analogue scales and laboratory
behavioural tasks, enabling the verification of the impulsive
action, related to the lack of inhibitory behaviour, and the
impulsive choice, related to decision making without possibility no proper deliberation (Broos et al. 2012).
Impulsivity has been associated with impaired EF and
with a reduction in inhibitory behaviour (Cheung et al.
2004; Whitney et al. 2004). Different manifestations of
impulsive behaviour may correspond to different neuropsychological constructs with specific anatomic correlates (Diamond 2013). It is therefore important to
describe impulsive behaviour in terms of phenotypes
and endophenotypes (Adinoff et al. 2007).
There an overlap between the brain circuitry – particularly in the frontal regions – between areas involved
in decision making, planning and impulsive action
(Bickel et al. 2012). Some subcomponents of EF are measured as part of this overlap, such as planning, cognitive
flexibility, problem solving and inhibitory control. This
was confirmed by analysis of the brain’s functional connections in resting state, which showed that the frontal
parietal and the anterior-dorsal anterior cingulateinsular circuits were involved in performance of tasks
that involved impulsivity and EF (Li et al. 2013; Seeley
et al. 2007). Therefore, it can occur coincidence in the
brain regions activation in the moment of the evaluation
of executive functions and impulsivity. Jodzio and
Biechowska (2010) reported that performance on the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) is associated with
performance on tasks which measure impulsivity, such
as the Go/No-Go Task. The WCST enables one to separate out the motor and attentional components of impulsivity, and these subtypes of impulsivity can be
distinguished on the basis of WCST perseverative errors
(Bechara et al. 2000). These anatomical and behavioural
associations demonstrate that EF and inhibition of impulsivity may require the same resources. Specifically, attentional impulsivity and lack of inhibitory control may
correlate with deficits in problem-solving, lack of cognitive flexibility and planning deficits (Bickel et al. 2012).
The cognitive, communicative and emotional consequences of right hemisphere lesions are collected referred to as Right Hemisphere (RH) Syndrome (see
Fonseca et al. 2006). Studies of RH syndrome have also
uncovered communicative deficits and impairments in
EF. Annoni et al. (2003) reported a series of cases that
presented such deficits. Gindri et al. (2008) also found
impaired executive performance in patients with RH lesions. It is important to note that this sample did not
contain any subjects with damage to the frontal region,
indicating that other RH regions are also involved in EF.
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Some authors (Martin and McDonald 2003; Monetta
and Champagne 2004) have suggested that the communication deficit associated with RH damage is due to an EF
impairment. Barkley (2001) related EF to problems with
communication and social behaviour, and Tompkins et al.
(1995) suggested that some of the symptoms of RH lesions, such as impulsivity and communication deficits
might be due to impaired inhibition.
Champagne-Lavau and Joanette (2009) showed that
individuals with RH lesion had deficits on inhibitory
control tasks and displayed more perseveration behaviour. Impulsivity may be related to inhibitory control
and perseveration, which implies that the RH is involved
in inhibition of impulsive responses. Fonseca et al.
(2006) reported that patients with damage in RH tend to
respond quickly and impulsively on behavioural tasks,
resulting in poor performance. Taken together these
findings suggest that further investigation of EF deficits
and impulsivity following RH damage is warranted.
With the evolution of the studies currently understanding of brain function began to be studied based on
the associationist theory and cognitive deficits and behavioural changes will depend on the site of injury associated with frontal circuits, parietal cortical temporal
and subcortical (Catani et al. 2012). There is a need for
further investigation into the cognitive and behavioural
changes associated with RH injury. Although RH injuries
produce a variety of deficits, research in the RH has
been done just 40 years ago (Côté et al. 2007). Evidence
from case studies and groups may contribute to a better
understanding of RH syndrome.
The aim of this study was therefore to evaluate EF
(problem solving; planning; judgement; cognitive flexibility; inhibitory control) and impulsivity in individuals
who had suffered frontal stroke and individuals who had
suffered a stroke in the extra-frontal RH. We also analysed the relationship between impulsivity and EF.

Method
This study was observational, descriptive, cross-sectional
and sample was randomised and non-paired whith quantitative data analysis (Creswell 2010).
Participants

The sample comprised 82 individuals from metropolitan
areas, aged between 30 and 79 years old (older individuals were excluded because EF declines with increasing
age, Lavarone et al. 2011), who had completed at least
four years of education and were fluent in Portuguese.
The sample was divided into three groups: (a) patients
who had suffered an ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke
in the RH frontal lobe region (patients with lesions restricted to the primary motor and sensory cortices were
excluded) (n = 13); (b) patients who had suffered a stroke
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in an extra-frontal RH region (temporal lobe, parietal lobe,
cerebellum and sub-cortical structures; patients with lesions in primary motor and sensory areas were excluded)
at least six months ago (n = 31); (c) a control group of individuals who had not suffered a stroke (n =38). In all
stroke patients lesion location was confirmed with neuroimaging. Groups were matched for educational level (basic
education: 4 to 8 years education; high school: 9 to
11 years of education; college ≥12 years of education). The
mean time to frontal lesion and extra-frontal net lesion
groups was M = 42.8 (±41.1) and M = 26.2 (±21.6),
respectively.
The exclusion criteria were: presence of other neurological disease (excluding stroke risk factors); dementia
(including vascular dementia); deficits in cognition,
motor function, vision, hearing or language that would
preclude the subject from completing the research instruments as intended; extremely low IQ (<70); psychiatric disorders, except depression; history of drug
addiction or alcoholism. Current or previous participation in neuropsychological rehabilitation programmes
and post-stroke psychological treatment were also
grounds for exclusion. Patients whose neuroimaging
data revealed significant leukoaraiosis, hydrocephalus or
brain herniation associated with their stroke or other alterations outside age norms were also excluded. The following term for English were used for screening and
controls of variables: a Sociodemographic and Health
Questionnaire; Rankin Scale (Rankin 1957); Mini Mental
State Exam (MMSE) (Kochhann et al. 2010); SelfReporting Questionnaire (SRQ-20; Gonçalves et al.
2008); WAIS-III Working Memory Index (WMI;
Wechsler 1997; Brazilian adaptation and standards:
Nascimento, 2004); and Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI-II; Beck et al. 1996, adapted and standardised for
use in Brazil by Gorenstein et al. 2011).
Cognitive and behavioural tests

Behavioural Assessment of Dysexecutive Syndrome
(BADS; Wilson et al. 1996). We used a translated version
adapted for use with Brazilian populations (Macuglia et al.
2012). The BADS is an ecological measure, consisting of
six sub-tests assessing cognitive flexibility, problem solving, planning and judgment. The content validity values
for all subtests were satisfactory (>80) and the mean kappa
coefficient was .55.
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST; Nelson 1976).
We used a version adapted and standardised for use in
Brazil (Fonseca et al., unpublished manuscript). This version was modified for use with brain-damaged patients
and was designed to evaluate problem solving ability.
The test consists of 48 letter stimuli in which can be
sorted according to colour; shape or number. The instrument has been shown to be sensitive to frontal lobe
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damage; people with frontal lobe damage tend to make
more perseverative errors.
Five Digits Test (Sedó 2007) evaluates inhibitory control via a version of the Stroop effect and used digits divided in four successive parts: decoding; description;
inhibition; and displacement. The Spanish version of the
test has shown adequate reliability and validity (> .70).
Go/No-Go Task is a computerised task used to evaluate inhibitory motor control (Aron et al. 2004). Participants were instructed to press the space key using their
dominant hand as quickly as possible when the letter ‘O’
appeared on the computer screen but were required to
avoid pressing the keyboard if the letter ‘V’ appeared.
Delay Discounting Task (DDT; Gonçalves 2005) is a
computerised task which measures impulsivity in terms
of trade-off decisions about the timing and magnitude of
a hypothetical reward.
Behavioural scales

Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS-11; Barratt 1959). We
used a version adapted and standardised for use in Brazil
(Malloy-Diniz et al. 2010). The BIS-11 is a self-report
scale, consisting of 30 items to which participants respond using a Likert scale ranging from rarely/never to
always/almost always. The BIS-11 evaluates three types
of impulsivity: attentional, motor and lack of future
planning. The Brazilian version of the test has been
shown to have adequate psychometric properties.
Impulsivity Evaluation Scale (ESAVI; Àvila-Batista
and Rueda 2011) is a 31-item self-report scale. Responses are given on a five-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 = never to 5 = always. The scale provides scores
for four types of impulsivity: audacity and temerity
(AeT), cognitive control (CC), future planning (PF) and
lack of concentration and persistence (CeP). Cronbach’s
alpha for the sub-tests was adequate (.56 to .87), eigenvalues were > 2 and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) = 0.88.
Data collection and ethical procedures

This study was conducted in accordance with the rules
laid down by the Psychological Federal Council, Resolution no. 016 (2000) and Regional Health Council Resolution no. 466 (2012) for research on humans. The two
clinical groups were recruited consecutively from eligible
patients who agreed to participate. Selection of controls
was realised through indication of a participant of clinical groups to be included in the study. The order in
which participants completed the scales and tasks was
varied to avoid order effects. The assessment was performed in two sessions, lasting about 90 min each, separated by a maximum of two weeks. Assessments took
place in the participating hospitals or in the participant’s
home, in a quiet room with appropriate lighting.
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Data analysis and statistical procedures

Data were analysed using SPSS version 18.0. First we calculated descriptive statistics such as frequencies, scores,
means, medians, standard deviations and tertiles. Nonparametric tests were used because the KolmogorovSmirnov test indicated that variables were not normally
distributed and the data included outlier values. Betweengroups comparisons were made using the Kruskal-Wallis
test and the Mann–Whitney test was used for post hoc
analysis. The Wilcoxon test for non-repetitive measures
was used to confirm variability of answers between go/nogo blocks. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to
assess the association between EF and impulsivity. The
criterion for significance was set at p <. 05 for all tests.

Results
There were no group differences in educational level. The
control group differed in age from the frontal lesion group
(U = 124.500, z = −2.651, p = .008). There were no differences in demographic variables between the control group
and the extra-frontal lesion group (U = 484.500, z = −1 262,
p = .207) or between the two clinical groups (U = 136.500,
z = −1673, p = .094). The groups were also similar with respect to reading and writing habits, and performance on
the MMSE, SRQ-20 and WMI. There was a borderline difference between the control group and the extra-frontal
lesion group in depressive symptoms (χ2(2,82) = 5.908,
p = .052), but the mean level of depressive symptoms

was not clinically significant in any of the groups.
Data on control variables, sociodemographic variables
and health are presented in Table 1.
There were differences between the control group and
extra-frontal lesion group with respect to number of WCST
trials completed (U = 429.500, z = −2.363, p = .018); perseverative errors on the WCST (U = 386.000, z = − 2.454,
p = .014); errors of omission on go/no-go trials with a
1250 ms ISI (U = 374.500, z = −2.648, p = .008) and errors
of omission on go/no-go trials with a 1750 ms ISI (U =
369.500, z = − 2.755, p = .006). These results suggest that
extra-frontal circuits place a role in certain aspects of EF,
in particular problem solving and inhibition of impulsivity.
Data are exposed in Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 1.
We assessed between-block differences in errors of
omission, errors of commission ad reaction time for the
Go/No-Go Task. There was a difference between reaction
times on the second and third blocks (1000 ms–1250 ms)
and the third and fourth blocks (1250 ms–1750 ms) for
the frontal lesion group (z = −2.062, p = .039) and the
extra-frontal lesion group (z = −2.077, p = .038). These results indicate that variability in time related to the display
interval between a stimulus and its following the various
task blocks Go/No-Go did not influence any results in
performance in the task, namely the omission of error
number and commission.
Scores on the BADS were compared with normative
data (Wilson et al. 1996) and used to classify individuals

Table 1 Comparison among the three groups, regarding medians and frequencies of controlled variables
Groups
Variables

Frontal

Extra-Frontal Net

Control

Median (tertiles)

Median (tertiles)

Median (tertiles)

X2 /U

p

Scholarity

11 (5.5 – 17.5)

9 (5.0 – 11.0)

9 (5.0 – 13.0)

2.943

.230

Age

64 (61.0 – 71.50)

60 (54.0 – 67.0)

57 (47.25 – 63.50)

7.259

.027a

Lesion Time

27.0 (23.50 – 48.0)

22.0 (12.0 – 34.0)

-

143.000

.132

Rankin Scale

0 (0 – 1.0)

1.0 (0 – 2.0)

-

147.000

.126

Reading Habits

7.0 (3.5 – 8.5)

4.0 (2.0 – 7.0)

5.0 (3.0 – 6.25)

2.552

.279

Writing Habits

2.0 (0 – 4.5)

2.0 (0 – 4.0)

3.5 (1.0 – 5.0)

5.185

.075

MMSE

29.0 (25.50 – 29.50)

28.0 (26.0 – 29.0)

28.0 (26.0 – 29.0)

1.078

.583

SRQ-20

3.0 (2.0 – 4.50)

4.0 (2.0 – 8.0)

2.0 (1.0 – 5.25)

2.462

.292

WMI

27.0 (23.50 – 36.50)

28.0 (23.0 – 34.0)

27.0 (24.0 – 36.25)

0.466

.921

5.908

.052

Instruments

9.0 (5.0 – 12.50)

11.0 (4.0 – 23.0)

6.50 (2.0 – 11.0)

Frequency (%)

Frequency (%)

Frequency (%)

Males

8 (61,5)

17 (54.8)

9 (23.7)

Right-handed

10 (76.9)

28 (90.3)

34 (89.5)

Ischemic Lesion

10 (76.9)

24 (77.4)

-

Benzodiazepines

0

4 (12.9)

2 (5.3)

Antidepressants

2 (15.4)

7 (22.6)

4 (10.5)

BDI-II

p ≤ 0,05 comparing control and frontal lesion group

a
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Table 2 Comparison among the three groups, regarding impulsivity
Groups
Frontal

Extra-Frontal Net

Control

Median (tertiles)

Median (tertiles)

Median (tertiles)

X2

p

Barrat Total

58.0 (50.50-61.50)

60.0 (51.0-66.0)

56.0 (50.50-61.0)

2.512

.285

Attention

14.0 (12.50-17.0)

16.0 (13.0-19.0)

15.0 (11.0-18.0)

1.109

.574

Motor

18.0 (17.0-20.50)

19.0 (17.0-22.0)

19.0 (14.0-21.25)

2.422

.298

Lack of Planning

22.0 (19.0-26.50)

24.0 (21.0-29.0)

23.0 (20.0-26.25)

1.646

.439

ESAVI Total

93.0 (80.50-99.50)

91.0 (85.0-93.0)

88.0 (84.0-92.25)

1.515

.469

Concentration & Persist.

32.0 (22.50-39.50)

31.0 (23.0-39.0)

30.0 (22.75-34.25)

0.738

.692

Variables
Impulsivity Scales

Cognitive Control

33.0 (26.50-37.0)

31.0 (25.0-38.0)

32.0 (29.0-35.0)

0.195

.907

Future Planning

13.0 (10.0-15.0)

14.0 (11.0-17.0)

14.0 (11.0-16.25)

1.037

.595

Audacy & Temerity

18.0 (11.50-20.50)

15.0 (11.0-17.0)

14.50 (12.0-16.25)

2.448

.294

0.500 (0.200-0.552)

0.492 (0.112-0.576)

0.370 (0.11-0.49)

3.521

.172

OE1000

2.0 (0-12.0)

2.0 (0-3.0)

1.0 (0-3.0)

3.592

.166

CE1000

3.0 (1.0-4.0)

2.0 (1.0-4.0)

2.0 (1.0-3.25)

1.382

.501

OE1250

2.0 (1.0-13.0)

3.0 (1.0-10.0)

1.0 (0-3.0)

7.912

.019b

CE1250

3.0 (2.0-5.50)

3.0 (1.0-4.0)

2.0 (1.0-4.0)

1.868

.393

OE1500

1.0 (0.50-3.50)

1.0 (0-5.0)

0 (0-2.25)

2.521

.284

CE1500

2.0 (1.0-5.0)

1.0 (1.0-4.0)

2.0 (0-3.0)

1.718

.423

OE1750

5.0 (1.0-13.50)

2.0 (0-7.0)

0.50 (0-1.25)

11.090

.004a

CE1750

3.0 (1.0-6.0)

1.0 (0-3.0)

2.0 (1.0-4.0)

5.214

.074b

Behavioral Impulsivity
DDT-Imp. Choice
Go/No-Go-Imp. Action

Persist Persistence, Imp Impulsivity, OE.Omission Errors, CE Comission Errors
a
p ≤ 0,05 comparing control and frontal lesion group
b
p ≤ 0,05 comparing control and non-frontal lesion group

according to whether or not they exhibited dysexecutive
functioning (DF) so as to determine how impulsivity
(assessed using a self-report scale and behaviourally, using
the Go/No-Go Task) was related to DF in the three
groups. In the frontal lesion group, individuals with DF
made more errors on 1750 ms go/no-go trials (U = 4.000,
z = −1.34, p = .034); and in the extra-frontal lesion group,
individuals with DF made more errors or omission on
1250 ms go/no-go trials (U = 37.500, z = −2.22, p = .026),
1500 ms trials (U = 31.000, z = −2.61, p = .011) and
1750 ms trials (U = 37.000, z = −2.25, p = .026). These results suggest that DF was associated with errors indicative
of impulsive behaviour, especially attentional impulsivity,
thus corroborating the findings described above.
Analysis of the correlation between self-reported impulsivity and behavioural measures of EF revealed that,
particularly in the extra-frontal lesion group, selfreported impulsivity was negatively associated with cognitive flexibility, cognitive inhibitory control and future
planning. Impulsivity was also associated with errors of
commission on inhibitory control and flexibility tasks.
Performance on flexibility task was strongly correlated

with attentional impulsivity and cognitive control. In
turn, excess cognitive control appeared to be negatively
associated with the performance on EF tasks. In the
frontal lesion group there was a correlation between errors on the inhibitory control task - which required cognitive flexibility and CeP score.
Concerning impulsivity behavioural measures, the extrafrontal net lesion group presented more statistically significant associations. These associations were, most of the
time, to the number of omission errors, in all four blocks
Go/No-Go Task, and to EF’s performance in different subcomponents. Similarly, there were also moderate associations between subcomponent of EF and errors of omission
and commission on the go/no-go task in the frontal lesion
group. Tables 4 and 5 and Fig. 2 present the correlations
between measures of EF and self-reported or behavioural
measures of impulsivity for the two clinical groups.

Discussion
The extra-frontal lesion group performed worse on the
problem solving task than the control group. This task
demands cognitive flexibility and strategies to deal with
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Table 3 Comparison among the three groups, regarding executive functions
Groups
Frontal

Extra-Frontal Net

Control

Median (tertiles)

Median (tertiles)

Median (tertiles)

X2

p

Weighted Total

15.0 (11.0-16.50)

15.0 (12.0-17.0)

15.0 (11.75-17.0)

0.186

.873

Gross Total

48.0 (43.50-50.0)

51.0 (44.0-54.0)

51.0 (46.0-55.0)

1.579

.382

Adm. Trials

48.0 (46.0-48.0)

48.0 (48.0-48.0)

48.0 (40.50-48.0)

5.992

.050b

C. Categories

3.0 (1.0-6.0)

3.0 (1.0-5.0)

4.5 (2.0-6.0)

5.209

.074

Variables
Executive Functions
BADS

WCST

Ruptures

0 (0-2.0)

0 (0-1.0)

0 (0-1.0)

0.624

.732

Hits

29.0 (9.0-37.50)

28.0 (15.0-36.0)

35.50 (22.75-36.0)

3.666

.160

Persev. Errors

14.0 (2.50-36.50)

15.0 (8.0-29.0)

6.50 (1.0-21.25)

6.420

.040b

N. Persev. Errors

3.0 (0-4.0)

4.0 (1.0-6.0)

3.0 (1.0-6.0)

2.575

.276

Inhibition (sec.)

21.0 (16.50-25.0)

25.0 (13.0-38.0)

15.0 (9.75-22.0)

5.559

.062

Flexibility (sec.)

45.0 (33.50-51.0)

40.0 (25.0-61.0)

38.50 (21.75-46.0)

4.778

.092

Choice Error

0 (0-2.0)

1.0 (0-2.0)

0 (0-1.0)

1.282

.527

Alter. Errors

1.0 (0.50–8.0)

2.0 (0-4.0)

2.0 (0-3.25)

1.146

.564

Five Digits

Imp. Impulsivity, OE Omission Errors, CE. Comission Errors, Adm. Trials Administered Trials, C. Categories Complete Categories, Persev. Errors Perseverative Errors, N.
Persev. Errors Non-Perseverative Errors, Alter. Errors Alternation Errors
a
p ≤ 0,05 comparing control and frontal lesion group
b
p ≤ 0,05 comparing control and non-frontal lesion group

the environmental contingence (Nyhus and Barceló
2009), and the extra-frontal lesion group needed more
cards to complete the task, as well as making many
more perseverative errors. Thus, the test hypothesis of
the study was not confirmed; rather the data confirm
that extra-frontal regions involved in fronto-cortical and
fronto-subcortical circuits - e.g., temporal lobe, parietal
lobe, basal ganglia, thalamus and cerebellum - are involved in EF and impulsivity, as indicated by the increase

in perseverative errors in this group (Cardinal et al.
2001; Christakou et al. 2004). Persevere’s behavior in
error tends to hinder the ability of the individual to
achieve a goal (Homaifar et al. 2012). Our data suggest
that RH extra-frontal regions play a role in EF, which is
generally associated with circuits involving frontal regions, particularly RH frontal regions.
Zelazo’s cognitive complexity and control theory posits
that EF, in particularly the functions which support

Fig. 1 Comparison among the three groups regarding impulsivity and executive functions for significative results
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Table 4 Correlation measures among impulsivity behavioral tasks and executive functions evaluation tests for both clinical groups
Task

WCST
administered
trials

WCST
hits

WCST
perseverative
errors

WCST Nonperseverative
errors

BADS
weighted

BADS
gross

Five digits
inhibition

Five digits
flexibility

Five digits
choice
errors

Five digits
alternation
errors

OE1000

.30/.19

-.47/-.12

.70**/.17

-.04/.23

-.06/-.42*

-.55/-.45*

-.08/-.05

.19/-.12

-.24/.15

-.36/-.09

CE1000

-.51/.09

.65*/-.01

.28/.04

-.03/-.05

-.52/-.12

-.25/-.14

.07/.13

-.11/.05

.54/.19

.43/-.09

OE1250

.42/.32

-.35/.31

.50/.38*

-.15/.23

-.62*/-.58***

-.38/-.52**

.20/.50**

.34/.56**

-.18/.41*

.33/.43*

CE1250

-.40/.08

-.65*/-.16

.52/.18

-.06/-.17

-.15/-.14

-.23/-.17

.22/.20

.03/.16

.33/.03

.72**/.06

OE1500

-.02/.34

-.37/-.37*

.30/.44*

-.06/-.20

-.36/-.60***

-.29/-.52**

-.19/.43*

.04/.44*

-.23/.51**

.14/.42*

CE1500

.05/.08

-.48/-.27

.30/.26

-.37/-.11

-.22/-.35

-.30/-.31

.26/.44*

-.19/.45*

.44/.15

.63*/.25

OE1750

.06/.37*

-.48/-.29

.51/.37*

-.21/.21

-.62*/-.48**

-.38/-.47**

.13/.39*

.39/.39*

.13/.44*

.46/.33

CE1750

.73***/-.15

-.59*/-.18

.61*/.19

.0/-.39*

-.38/-.02

-.51/-.02

.31/-.14

.36/-.11

.28/-.22

.64*/.18

Go/No-Go

BADS Behavioural Assessment Dysexecutive Syndrome, WCST Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, OE Omission Errors, OC Comission Errors
*p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; frontal lesion/extra-frontal lesion

problem solving is not localised to the frontal lobes. Lesions involving the thalamus and basal ganglia may also
cause cognitive deficits (Ball et al. 2010), including deficits on the WCST (Liebermann et al. 2013; Mitchell and
Chakraborty 2013). The type and severity of cognitive
impairments is influenced by lesion size as well as location (Kuceyeski et al. 2011) and caution is needed in
interpreting differences between the clinical groups in
this study as we did not verify lesion size.
The importance of brain circuits involving parietal
lobe in EF was verified through hyper intensity of the
white substance in this region, which has been associated with a reduction in EF (Jacobs et al. 2012) and
problem solving ability (Hampshire et al. 2008; Hampshire and Owen 2006). The brain functions in a highly
connected, interdependent way and non-damaged regions may influence cognitive performance (Catani
et al. 2012). Processes essential to EF such as monitoring and selecting information depend on brain circuits
which integrate and select information such as the

temporal lobe, parietal lobe, striatum and sub-cortical
structures (Fuster and Bressler 2012). Evidence indicates that the basal ganglia are part of connected with
the frontal cortical regions (Middleton and Strick
2002) and play a role in executive decisions (Opris
et al. 2012a, 2012b).
Cognitive flexibility, which is reflected in task switching, encompasses mental processes that enable individuals to reconfigure mental resources. This makes
possible to adapt to changes in the environment quickly
and effectively (Hampshire and Owen 2006; Loose et al.
2006). The number of brain regions involved suggests
that task switching is an aspect of EF which requires the
integration of several cognitive operations.
There were group differences in performance on the
go/no-go behavioural task, which taps motor and attentional impulsivity. Both clinical groups differed from the
control group with respect to errors of omission. When
considering the worst performance in the problem solving in comparing the extra-frontal net lesion and control

Table 5 Correlation measures among behavioral scales and executive functions evaluation tests for both clinical groups
Task

WCST
administered
trials

WCST
hits

WCST
perseverative
errors

WCST Non
perseverative
errors

BADS
weighted

BADS
gross

Five digits
inhibition

Five digits
flexibility

Five digits
choice errors

Five digits
alternation
errors

BIS T.

.15/-.25

-.14/.03

.06/-.05

.12/-.11

-.04/.14

.05/.04

-.23/-.30

.17/-.32

.04/.21

.52/-.07

Attent.

.26/-.11

-.50/-.07

.46/.10

-.09/-.11

-.08/-.06

-.29/-.07

-.07/-.10

.31/-.10

.55/.31

-.0/.77**

Motor

-.05/-.08

.13/-.21

-.14/.15

-.26/-.11

-.19/.22

.13/.20

.08/-.29

-.18/-.34

-.03/.06

.21/-.08

Planning

-.16/-.32

.44/.18

-.44/-.19

.35/-.06

-.0/.24

-.10/.10

-.17/-.27

.20/-.39*

-.02/.12

.03/-.15

ESAVI T.

.23/.16

-.18/-.26

.15/0.24

-.26/.08

-.23/-.10

.17/.04

.25/.36*

-.04/.45

.02/.39*

.22/.40*

AeT

.15/-.21

.02/.37*

.06/-.30

-.21/-.26

-.06/-.02

.40/-.13

.05/.10

-.41/-.03

-.08/-.02

-.05/-.00

CC

.44/.17

-.15/-.30

.23/.26

.02/.11

.23/-.23

.28/-.11

-.05/.24

- .34/.50**

-.02/.06

-.05/.38*

PF

-.31/.16

-.34/-.04

.12/.10

-.26/-.06

-.20/-.21

.10/-.07

.17/.16

-.06/.18

-.15/.15

-.05/.17

CeP

.33/.10

-.33/-.17

.28/.14

-.13/.18

-.39/-.01

-.42/.08

.20/.22

.37/.14

.29/.41*

.63*/.14

BADS Behavioural Assessment Dysexecutive Syndrome, WCST Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, OE Omission Errors, OC Comission Errors
*p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; frontal lesion/extra-frontal lesion
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Fig. 2 Correlation matrix among impulsivity and executive functions for both clinical groups (black asterisks = frontal and gray circle = extra-frontal lesion)

group, the behavioural level, task switching is associated
with a ‘switch cost’, for example an increase in the error
rate on switch trials relative to repeat trials, which reflects the increased cognitive and attentional demand
imposed by switching.
Right ventromedial prefrontal cortex is strongly associated with impulsive control (Boes et al. 2009), but extrafrontal brain regions, such as the amygdale are also
involved in impulsive control (Bechara 2005); our data
are consistent with these earlier findings. The planning,
selection and execution of voluntary actions from among
several alternatives is considered a complex behaviour
and EF may play an important role in it. A model of the
neural circuitry involved in selecting and executing actions, based on behavioural and electrophysiological data
from various response inhibition paradigms, has been proposed. This model implies the participation of sub-cortical
structures, such as the basal ganglia in a frontal inferior

executive control network which integrates information
about task rules and thus (Wecki and Frank 2013).
Neuroimaging research has implicated frontal and
extra-frontal regions in inhibition of motor responses.
Studies have shown that the anterior cingulate cortex
(Braver et al. 2001), parietal lobe (Menon et al. 2001), inferior temporal lobe (Rubia et al. 2001) caudate nucleus
and cerebellum (Durston et al. 2002) are activated during Go/No-Go Task, indicating that the response inhibition may be associated with the RH (Braver et al. 2001).
A study of healthy individuals with normal IQ (Rubia
et al. 2003) demonstrated that the right inferior prefrontal
region was activated during go/no-go performance, by
subtracting activity on no-go trials on which inhibitory
control failed from trials on which it was applied successfully. Extra-frontal circuits, involving anterior cingulate
cortex and right inferior parietal lobe were implicated in
inhibitory control. Anterior cingulate activity was related to
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the number of errors, whereas the parietal region was related to preparation and execution of the motor response
and to errors of commission on no-go trials. Further evidence for the involvement of extra-frontal regions in inhibitory control was provided by a study of patients with
Parkinson’s disease which showed that the sub-thalamic nucleus was involved in the inhibition of responses on the
Go/No-Go Task (Hershey et al. 2010).
Analysis of the correlations between self-reported impulsivity and performance on EF tasks indicated that the
cognitive flexibility is important for planning and cognitive inhibitory control, especially among the extrafrontal net lesion group. These results are consistent
with an earlier study suggesting that structures outside
the frontal region, such as the right inferior temporal
gyrus are involved in planning and control of impulsivity
(Schilling et al. 2012). It seems that impulsivity in extrafrontal lesions individuals influences performance on
tasks requiring EF or inhibitory control, particularly at the
cognitive level. Previous authors have reported correlations between score on self-report scales intended to assess impulsivity, such as BIS 11, and EF (Horn et al. 2003;
Reynolds et al. 2006). Impulsive behaviour may represent
a failure to inhibit an action with negative consequences,
and may reflect a lack of planning, impaired decisionmaking and tendency to fast action (Alvarez-Moya et al.
2011). Impulsivity is reflected in errors of commission on
inhibitory control tasks and executive flexibility tasks.
This result suggests that the lack of attention, arising
from impulsive behaviour, may have a negative impact
on an individual’s ability to adapt to changes in contingency and to benefit from feedback. Attentional impulsivity is reflected in errors of omission on go/no-go tasks
and tends to be higher among clinical groups (MalloyDiniz et al. 2007). The relationship between cognitive
and motor inhibition is not yet clear, but cognitive inhibition appears to mediate attentional processes whereas
motor inhibition is related to behaviour such as response
inhibition and delayed gratification (Kipp 2005). We
found no difference between the control group and the
clinical groups with respect to decisions about delaying
gratification, suggesting that attentional impulsivity can
be dissociated from aspects of impulsive behaviour, especially in the extra-frontal lesion group.
Excessive cognitive control can also have a negative influence on performance on EF tasks, perhaps due to intensive use of resources for planning and deliberations;
this might explain the positive association between cognitive flexibility and performance on tasks requiring inhibitory control (Àvila-Batista and Rueda 2011). Our
data are consistent with this suggestion as the performance of the extra-frontal lesion group on the behavioural
inhibition task suggests that attentional control is required to inhibit inappropriate responses. It appears that
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EF (i.e., planning and problem solving – which demands
cognitive flexibility – and temporal judgment) is negatively associated with errors of omission related to impulsive behaviour. Inability to inhibit internal representations
of incorrect responses contributes to WCST poor performance, resulting in difficulty in changing strategies and
perseveration errors (Vendrell et al. 1995). The cognitive
flexibility may represent necessary step towards successful
control of voluntary or automatic responses.
In the frontal lesion group inhibitory control was negatively correlated with concentration and persistence, and
with the motor and attentional aspects of impulsivity. This
suggests that the impact of lack of attentional focus, which
may be reflected in the number of errors on the Go/NoGo task, may be magnified by lack of persistence and by
distractibility, both of which are consequences of impulsive behaviour (Àvila-Batista and Rueda 2011). This constitutes further evidence that attentional processes are
involved in EF. Our data on impulsivity indicate that it is a
multidimensional phenomenon and that individuals with
vascular injury to the RH may result in increased impulsivity, accompanied by selective EF deficits.
Previous research has implicated the middle frontal
gyrus (MFG) in top-down control of attentional and executive processes. Along with the superior frontal gyrus
(SFG) and the orbitofrontal region, MFG seem to be involved in mediating inhibitory behaviour after RH stroke
(Kopp et al. 2013), and in planned actions and attention
(Schilling et al. 2012). The similarity of rates of errors of
omission and commission when switching from one trial
type to another on the Go/No-Go Task suggests that there
were no behaviour alteration arising from the change from
the trials and suggests that the results do not arise from
variables that may interfere in go/no-go performance, as fatigue, for example. It is, however, important to note that
these results were based on a small sample of frontal lesion
patients; the small sample may have masked real group differences in impulsive behaviour and EF.
In both clinical groups individuals considered to show
DF based on BADS scores showed more errors of omission
on the Go/No-Go Task, especially those in the extra-frontal
lesion group. These relationships indicate that individuals
with an extra-frontal lesion may display DF and that DF is
strongly associated with aspects of impulsivity. There is evidence that EF and impulsivity are related (Kam et al. 2012),
and show higher attentional impulsivity in impulsive action
associated with EF’s performance, in a way that, the higher
the dysfunction, the higher the impulsivity.

Conclusion
This study showed that frontal and extra-frontal regions
in networks comprising the RH frontal lobes are involved in EF, especially problem solving and cognitive
flexibility. Lesions in frontal regions and in extra-frontal
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circuits seem to be involved in the lack of inhibitory
control, especially inhibition of impulsive action. Besides
from the participation of external regions in frontal region in concerning EF’s performance and impulsivity,
they seem to be crucial in the association between performance cognitive and behavioural aspects.
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